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Presenting ICA Gruppen

•

ICA Gruppen is a leading retail company with a focus on
food and health

•

1,718 own and retailer-owned grocery stores in Sweden
and the Baltic countries and 385 pharmacies in Sweden

•

Core business is grocery retail

•

Operations in Sweden and the Baltic countries.

Strategic Priorities 2017
1. Ensure competitive pricing and fair price perception

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

Provide a great offering, value for money,
a strong store network and a personal,
omni-channel experience

CREATE
GROWTH

2. Implement new strategies with strengthened customer offerings for Non
Food, Hemtex and ICA Banken
3. Build a leading omni-channel offering across businesses and platforms
4. Strengthen store network and concepts with focus on urban areas,
convenience and health
5. Ensure a successful integration planning and closing of the IKI acquisition

BRAND &
LOYALTY

Strengthen customer relationships
through leading brands, loyalty
programs and CRM

Drive efficiency throughout the value chain

7. Drive reliability and efficiency throughout the value chain with focus on
logistics and store operations
8. Improve speed and project delivery through new ways of working

SIMPLICITY

ENABLE
GROWTH
PEOPLE

SUSTAINABILITY

6. Develop leading CRM and leverage the common Swedish loyalty program

Engage and develop our people
in a fast-moving and diverse
organisation

Create customer engagement and
responsible, climate-neutral operations

9. Improve performance management process and change ability

10. Drive sustainable customer choices and climate-smart operations

ICAs policy:
we support the National Food Administrations dietary
guidelines
•

Dietary advice that take both environment and
climate change into consideration as well as
healthy nutrition

•

Less meat and more vegetables

•

Less food waste

Productlines:
ICA I love eco
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ICA Gott Liv

Vego

Inspiration – how to eat more climate friendly – recipies and
communication both in advertising and on the website
Calculating GHG emission from
every recipe and illustrating with
leaves
No exact figures - 3 levels
Cooperation with Chalmers
Spagetti bolognese with
lentils
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Participation in project that aims to lower consumers climate
impact and create knowledge on how to communicate
One tonne Life and Climate right
Leaflet to support customers

Messages:
- Cut down on meat portions
- Eat more veggies
- Lower food waste
- Choose more organic (eco), locally
grown and in season
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Why not strictly vegetarian?

• Grazing livestock helps us maintain
biodiversity – less meat but a better meat!
• Manure is needed in a ecological farming
cycle – helps farmers be more independant
of fertilizers from industry
• Meat contributes with important nutrients
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